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Abstract: Image annotation, tagging, semantic descriptors are used to search an image from large image dataset. To search 
similar image, low level feature matching is used. In text based image search process image tags, annotations or image 
semantics are used. Annotation can be generated using manual, semi-automatic or automatic process. The manual and semi-
automatic annotations are time consuming. In automatic image annotation, tag is automatically assigned to an image.  There 
are various techniques for annotation generation. This work aims to study various image annotations generation, image 
matching and image searching techniques based on execution strategies and efficiency evaluation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In machine learning process, image matching and image retrieval are important techniques. These techniques are adopted by various 
search engines such as google, bing, yahoo, etc.  Large number of search engines applies search over the surrounding text present in 
image, image names and provided manual tags. 
In recent work, content based image retrieval is emerging technique. For such retrieval the meaningful descriptors of images are 
required. These descriptors can be generated manually, semi-automatic or automatic technique. The manual and semi-automatic 
techniques are time consuming.  
Automatic tag annotation process is supervised learning process. It requires training phase. Using training dataset, testing images are 
annotated.  
Apart from the content based image retrieval, semantic based image annotation and retrieval process is challenging task. In machine 
learning technique statistical inference can be evaluated from low level image visual features and image concepts. Using the 
evaluated inference semantic descriptor for an image can be generated. Such semantic description is also called as image annotation 
or image signature.  
The statistical inference can be evaluated using various techniques such as network co-occurrence model, Semantic Concept Co-
Occurrence Models, etc. 
Paper is organized as follows: section I introduces the image annotation techniques and methods. Section II gives the literature 
review. Section III concludes the paper.  
 

II. LITERATURE WORK 
The approaches for various visual feature extraction, semantic concept co-occurrence model, image semantic descriptor generation 
and network analysis for community detection and image retrieval are discussed here. 

A. Visual Feature Extraction  
For identification of objects in an image, visual feature extraction technique is used. In visual feature extraction process various non 
redundant informative values are extracted from the given image.  
Image may contain one or more objects and the background scene. For identification of objects in a scene minimum boundary 
rectangles [10] principle is used. In this technique, an envelope is created around the object in terms of polygon, rectangle or circle. 
These envelopes can be cropped and saved as an individual image representing a single object from set of object scene. 
For feature extraction, colour GIST [2] is a method that summarizes the image gradient information in terms of scale and orientation. 
This GIST technique convolves the image with 32 graber filters and generates the 32 feature map. This feature map is then divided 
in equal 16 sections i.e. 4X4 grid and generates the average value of each grid. Assembling all the 16 section values for each feature 
map 16X32 feature values are extracted. 
Pyramid of Histogram of Oriented Gradients (PHOG) [6] is a technique for object detection. This technique identifies the shape and 
spatial layout of the shape. For this, it counts the gradient orientation of object in an image. It initially applies the canny 
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edge detection technique to identify edges in an image. After edge detection it quantizes the gradient information of edges form 0 to 
1800rotation. PHOG with oriented edges [16] technique identifies the gradient information of edges from 0 to 3600  rotation. These 
techniques use 4 level of pyramid. 
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [3] describe local features in images. To create feature description important points in a 
image are extracted. These points are referred as visual words. Visual words vocabulary is also called as bag of visual words. Image 
key point extraction, Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF)[24] is one more technique. This technique is quite faster than SIFT 
technique. SURF is based on Hessian matrix technique. SURF evaluates the approximation of image descriptors using integral 
images. 

B. Semantic Concept Co-Occurrence Models 
Image annotation is nothing but labelling to the image. These annotations are used to identify or search an image or set of similar 
images. These annotations can be provided manually or can be derived by analysing visual features of objects. Generally images are 
annotated using the objects containing in an image, location, landmark, etc. 
Two or more objects may co-occur in multiple images. The idea to predict the co-occurrence factor of multiple images and order 
sequence annotation analysis [17]. The pair wise concept occurrence [7] [11] technique generates co-occurrence matrix of label co-
occurrence count.  
Multiple objects co-occurrence [8] [12] i.e. multiple concept learning is the technique uses multi-correlation probabilistic matrix 
factorization model. This technique generates image-with-concept, concept-with-concept and image-with-image correlation 
information. To refine the generated annotations, correlation concept is used. This technique is similar to the collaborative filtering 
technique [1]. The collaborative model generated based on information tapestry on various online sources. This technique is also 
useful in recommendation [20] and image retrieval system [15]. In some cases co-relation can be studied in terms of graph theory. 
Tree structure of spatial information [21] includes the information related to the object, its location, positive model information and 
negative model information. 
Hierarchical image annotation [13] uses concept of ontology. The ontology is generated using semantic and visual concepts and 
finds inter-concept correlation and generates the concept hierarchy.  
The basic limitation of these techniques is the lack of dataset information for training to generate co-relation information. But data 
provider like Google, wordnet do not consider their visual co- occurrence. Google uses web co-occurrence while wordnet provide 
semantic meaning similarity information. 
The concept co-occurrence model is applicable in object detection and labelling technique. It provides some unspoken clues that 
help to generate appropriate image annotations. In visual feature extraction process there may have ambiguity in object detection. 
This model provides pair wise constraints that help to resolve ambiguity. 

C. Image Semantic Descriptors 
Image semantic descriptors define the natural language processing sentence to define an image.  This sentence is based on the visual 
features. Semantic description process helps in bridging gap between low level image features and high level image semantics. 
Semantic description helps in image grouping, categorization and also in searching process. 
Semantic descriptors [22] [21] are generated based on image/scene analysis. The generated semantic descriptors are used for image 
annotation and image retrieval process. Ali et al. [18] proposed a technique to generate image semantic descriptors. After analysing 
the visual features, the meaningful triplet is generated as an intermediate step. This triplet is called as meaning space. It includes 
object, action and scene. Using the triplet objects it defines the scene semantics. This Triplet is only used for semantic description 
generation and not used for finding similar objects or for defining the scene similarity. 
For image classification, attribute generation [14] is one of the techniques. This technique is applicable for classification when there 
is insufficient availability of training dataset. Image interpretation based on visual feature recognition and cross category similarity 
identification [20] technique mainly focuses on vehicle and animal dataset. It do not simply detects the object but annotate the 
localize parts and compare the sharable localized objects. 

D. Network Structure and Community Detection: 
In an online social networking sites user can add multiple images and can tag those images with one or more descriptive keywords. 
These tags can be used to analyse the relationship among multiple objects.  
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Liu et al. [15] proposed network structure in terms of graph where each objects represents the graph node and edge weight 
represents the number of co-occurrence count. Using this graph structure multi-model similarity is generated. Video based similarity 
search technique [9] proposed using random walk technique.  Flickr distance [23] used to measure correlation between concepts. A 
latent topic language model (LTVLM) is constructed in which Jensen-Shannon (J-S) divergence distance is used as a flickr distance. 
Using LTVLM visual conceptual network (VCNet) is generated to store information regarding conceptual relationship among 
multiple objects. 
Based on the network structure, community can be detected using various techniques such as graph partitioning, hierarchical 
clustering, etc. 
Community analysis is again a technique that provides more detailed relationship analysis of underlying communities. Modularity 
optimization [4] is a technique for community analysis based on hierarchical clustering. This technique identifies the co-occurrence 
patterns from generated communities based on the closeness level.  
Linan Feng, Bir Bhanu [25] proposed semantic concept and co-occurrence pattern framework is applied to generate image 
annotations. These annotations are used for image storage and retrieval. Initially each object feature is extracted using visual feature 
extraction technique and then mapping of visual features to the concept semantics is applied. 
The related work of visual feature extraction that uses minimum bounding rectangles for identification of objects, colour GIST for 
image gradient information, PHOG for object detection, SIFT for image features is described here. The Semantic Concept Co-
Occurrence Models predict the co-occurrence factor. The image semantic descriptor generates sentence description for an image. 
Network structure discovers the co-occurrence pattern in network. 

III. CONCLUSION 
There are various techniques that help in image annotation and refinement of image annotations. Various techniques are studied 
independently like to extract visual feature for object detection, annotation generation or recommendation based on co-occurrence 
network pattern, etc. There is a need to develop a system that provides an efficient and faster solution to bridge the gap between 
visual features and concept annotation. 
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